1. Administrative Items

   • The teleconference was called to order and a quorum was present.
   • Antitrust and patent rules were reviewed.
The agenda was reviewed and approved.
The minutes from the last meeting (August 23, 2021) were reviewed and approved.

2. Supplement 211 on DICOMWeb application/ZIP Payload (Bill Wallace)
   - Bill asked the group whether work on Sup211 should be resumed now that CP-2040 is incorporated into Part 18. In Sup211 application zip retrieval, the original metadata and bulk data files can't be fetched all at once. Should the group constrain the metadata request, add a “/zip” endpoint, or simply cancel the Supplement? The group decided to proceed with adding the zip endpoint.
   - **Action:** Bill to add a /zip endpoint in preparation for the next WG-27 call.

3. Supplement 228 on DICOMWeb API for Server-Side Volumetric Rendering (Steve Nichols)
   - Steve reported that he presented this Supplement at the recent WG-06 meeting for a First Read. It was assigned as Supplement 228. The main topics discussed included:
     - Multiple volumes: How often are standard attributes relied on by themselves to determine the multi-volume use case? Some use cases were discussed on a previous WG-27 tcon.
     - Target resource: WG-06 agreed that **volume** should be the target resource.
   - Steve asked for feedback on the PowerPoint outline, specifically the “scenarios” section.
     - **Action:** Steve will circulate a scenarios table with use cases and upload to the FTP.

4. Correction Proposals (CPs)
   - Web Examples CP (Dieter Krotz)
     - Dieter presented the latest state of this CP and reported that all findings from the last tcon were incorporated. The group reviewed all 19 examples currently included in the CP and provided feedback which Dieter will incorporate before the next teleconference.
   - Correct references to Content-Encoding and conditions arising from it (Nikhilesh Sonar)
     - Nikhil joined the call to present a new CP on the relationship between Content-Encoding and Content-Length. He will work through 46 more references and then submit it again to WG-27.
   - DICOMweb mime types for video/H265 and mpeg2 (Bill Wallace): not discussed
   - CP-1978 (Steve Nichols): not discussed
   - Existing CPs and Needed CPs: not discussed
   - Other CP’s needed that are not covered by CP-2040: not discussed

5. Old/New Business
   - Sup193 REST Notifications: not discussed

6. Next Meetings (see the DICOM calendar for additional information)
   - Next monthly call: October 25, 2021

7. Adjournment
   - The call was adjourned at 2:32pm US Eastern Time.
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